Disclaimer
The RealAssetChain(the “RAI”) Token has neither been approved or disapproved by the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) nor by the securities regulatory authority of any
state or of any other jurisdiction, nor has the SEC or any such securities regulatory authority passed
upon the accuracy or adequacy of this publication at Crypto Exchanges (the “Publication”).
The Publication only allows secondary market transactions between users of Crypto Exchanges (each
one a “User”, several or all together the “Users”). RealAssetChain© as issuer of the RAI Token is
personally and economically independent from Crypto Exchanges and is neither acting as market maker
for this Publication nor will it in general act as counter party in secondary market transactions with
the RAI Token on Crypto Exchanges.
The distribution, sale or purchase of the RAI Token may be restricted by law in certain jurisdictions.
Persons reading this should inform themselves as to (i) the possible tax consequences, (ii) the legal
requirements, and (iii) any foreign exchange restrictions or exchange control requirements, which they
might encounter under the laws of the countries of their citizenship, residence or do- micile and
which might be relevant to the sale, purchase, holding or disposal of the RAI Token.
No action has been taken to permit the Publication, any other distribution, sale or purchase of RAI
Token neither on primary nor on secondary markets in any jurisdiction in which such action might be
required. Accordingly, this Publication and any information about it may not be used for the purpose
of, and does not constitute, an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction or in any
circumstance in which such offer or solicitation is not authorized, or to any person to whom it is
unlawful to make such offer or solicitation.
Non-accredited investor Investing in RAI Token involves risk, and investors should be able to bear the
loss of their entire investment. All investors should make their own determination of whether or not to
make any investment, based on their own independent evaluation and analysis. RealAssetChain© shall
not have any liability.
Nothing in this Publication or any information about it constitutes an offer for selling or buying RAI
Tokens in any jurisdiction where it is unlawful to do so. In particular, any RAI Token to be
sold/purchased has not been, and will not be, registered under the securities or similar laws of any
jurisdiction, whether or not such jurisdiction considers the RAI Token as security or similar instrument
or not, and specifically, have not been, and will not be, registered under the U.S. Securities Act of
1933, as amended, or the securities laws of any state of the United States of America or any other
jurisdiction and may not be offered, sold or purchased in the United States of America where to do so
would constitute a violation of the relevant laws of such jurisdiction. You are not authorised to, and
you may not, forward or deliver any information about this Publication, electronically or otherwise, to
any other person or reproduce information from this Publication in any manner what- soever. Any
forwarding, distribution or reproduction of information about this Publication in whole or in part is
unauthorised. Failure to comply with this directive may result in a violation of applicable laws of any
other jurisdictions other than Switzerland.
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